Attitudes towards Homosexuality in Europe: Analysis of the European Values Study
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Abstract: The aim of the article is to determine which countries show the most homophobic attitudes and understand the profile of homophobia in Europe. This article analyses data from the survey “European Values Study” and focuses on three of its questions: “Do you think homosexual people can be good parents”; “the degree of justification of homosexuality”, and “the attitude towards the possibility of having a homosexual neighbour”. For this, we have used a quantitative methodology (mean comparison analysis and multiple correspondences. The sample consists of 56,451 people from 34 European countries. One of the main conclusions is that homophobic attitudes are highest in the eastern countries, former Soviet republics, and, on the contrary, residents in Nordic countries have more inclusive attitudes.
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1. Introduction

This article analyses European values towards homosexuality to determine the level of homophobia still present in Europe and enable a classification of European countries on a cultural level. The “homosexuality” variable has been used in previous studies [1–3] to measure the degree of tolerance, progressivism and cultural advancement of European societies. The European regions more accepting of homosexuality tend to be more progressive, tolerant societies with higher levels of social capital. However, societies which are less tolerant of homosexuality and display homophobic attitudes tend to be more conservative societies where the influence of religion is greater and the advancement of individual freedoms is more limited.

In this article, we first consider sexual diversity and the incidence of heteronormativity and homophobia from a sociological perspective to delve into the notion of sexuality and its relationship with our cultures. Secondly, we analyse data from the most recent wave of the European Values Study of 2017/2018 in relation to three questions: the extent to which homosexuality is justified, the acceptance of having homosexual neighbours and the ability of homosexuals to be good parents. We have applied the analysis to all European countries that participated in the latest version of the survey to examine if attitudes towards the homosexual population enable us to culturally classify European societies. We can conclude that this is the case: that is, the degree of tolerance towards homosexuality, or conversely, the degree of homophobia, allows us to classify countries. As we found in previous studies where we analysed attitudes towards abortion or euthanasia [4], the main cultural division in Europe occurs between western and eastern Europe and the traditional division between northern and southern Europe is dilated, although it is the Scandinavian Nordic countries that reveal a more open, liberal and normalising culture towards diverse and non-normative sexual behaviour.
Sexual Diversity, Heteronormativity and Homophobia: A Sociological Approach

Sexuality—which comprises elements such as sex, sexual orientation, eroticism, pleasure, intimacy or reproduction—is a central aspect of humans beings which is influenced “by the interaction of biological, psychological, social, economic, political, cultural, ethical, legal, historic, religious and spiritual factors” [5] (p. 3). It is expressed in thoughts, fantasies, desires, practices and intimate relationships, which however, do not alter legitimised social constructs nor elements established by the prevailing social norm. All societies regulate sexual experiences [6] and prescribe the spaces, manner, time and form in which they should take place [7]. Therefore, we can think of sexuality as a social and historical construct “that is configured and reconfigured in specific social contexts and which is expressed through hegemonic cultural discourses that mark positions, generate expectations, create and deny” [8] (p. 98).

According to Andrés [9], in most Western countries, a homosexual is a “person who shares sexual activities, fantasies and desires with another person of the same sex” (p. 122). (However, in certain rural areas of the Maghreb, the term homosexual is applied to married men who have relations with other men (not to unmarried men) and in some rural parts of Mexico, it is applied only to men who allow penetration, which shows that the concept of homosexuality varies in different cultures [9]). Looking back at our past, in western Europe, homosexual relations were forbidden during the middle and modern ages as they challenged the social canon sustained by a religious discourse that associated sexuality with a heterosexual, monogamous and reproductive marriage [10]. From the second half of the 19th century (during this period, the category of homosexual emerged to separate the socially accepted from the abnormal, deviant and dangerous [11]), the stigmatisation of sexual diversity was based on medical science whereby a homosexual person was considered to be sick [9], and any practices not for the purpose of procreation were considered sexual perversions [10]. During the Franco regime, homosexuality was viewed as a disease that was treated with electroshock therapy and repressed as a criminal act (under the Law of Vagrancy and later the Law of Social Danger), which led to many homosexual men being interned in re-education establishments for their reputed rehabilitation [12]. (For Gutiérrez Gallardo [13], the permissiveness towards female homosexuality in comparison to the repression of male homosexuality is rooted in the concept of the passive role of female sexuality centred on male pleasure and its procreative function. That is, Francoist reprisals were harshest towards gay men given the regime could not imagine the existence of lesbians; the same logic was reproduced in Nazism [14]) The American Psychiatric Association and the American Psychological Association did not declassify homosexuality as an illness until 1973 (the depathologisation of homosexuality in 1973 is relative as by being incorporated into the category of dystonic or ego-dystonic sexuality, homosexuality continues to be considered a mental disorder if a person experiences it in a conflicitive way, which was difficult to avoid in the homophobic society of the 1970s [15]) [9], whilst the WHO included homosexuality on its list of mental disorders until 1990 [14]. Therefore, from a diachronic perspective, in our context, homosexual people have gradually moved from a position of exclusion—marked by pathologisation, criminalisation or legal discrimination—to one of marginalisation [15] and only recently have their rights as subjects been considered and their life choices legitimised [16]. (After the Netherlands (2000) and Belgium (2003), Spain was the third state to legalise same-sex marriage in 2005 (Law 13/2005, 1 de July). Since then Germany, Austria, Denmark, Slovenia, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal and Sweden have joined the list of European countries that permit homosexual marriage.)

Within the field of study of sexualities [17], Gayle Rubin [18] has theorised that in modern Western societies, there exists a “hierarchical system of sexual value” (p. 136) that hierarchically classifies the following groups: monogamous heterosexual men and women, bound by a monogamous marriage with children; unmarried monogamous heterosexual men and women, with or without offspring, followed by most other heterosexuals; gays and lesbians in stable relationships; promiscuous gays and lesbians and, finally, the most
despised sexual castes that includes, transgender people, fetishists, sadomasochists or prostitutes, among others. For Momoitio [13], the notion that underpins this proposal is still current and can be summarised as “there are sexual-affective relationships that are more valued than others” (p. 55). This unequal social worth, imbued with heteronormativity, is reflected in homosexual people’s fear of public displays of affection, in their attempt to hide their sexual orientation in the workplace to avoid problems or in the social aversion towards gays and lesbians looking after young children [14].

Our heteronormative societies have enabled the shaping of oppressed and privileged positions as well as the development of prejudiced attitudes towards homosexual people. According to Pichardo [19], homophobia is “a hostile act towards homosexuality that is expressed in different active forms of physical and verbal abuse, and a silent, institutionnalised rejection towards people who identify as homosexuals, limiting their access to rights, spaces, acknowledgement, prestige or power” (p. 146). (Elipe [20] includes in this concept the rejection not only of homosexual people but also of those with an orientation, identity, appearance or gender expression that does not conform with the prevailing heteronormative binary system in society.) There are at least five expressions of homophobia: cognitive (thinking that homosexuality is unnatural, that it is a sin and that homosexual people should not have the same rights as other people); affective (feelings of rejection, fear or disgust towards these people); behavioural (active exclusion and rejection); liberal (of the opinion that public space should be heterosexual and free from homosexual displays of affection, understood as provocative or lacking respect) (in this sense, Denney [21] notes that stating that “it’s your private life and it doesn’t concern me or anyone else” is an extremely insidious tactic that in practice comes down to “we’re going to behave like straight men and what you do in the bedroom is your business” (p. 67)); and lastly, institutional, when discrimination towards this group forms part of the structural framework—state, educational, healthcare, corporate—and its everyday operation [22].

The negative appraisals that characterise prejudice can arise from stereotypes, which are defined as beliefs about the personal attributes of a group of people and can be generalisations, overgeneralisations, or misconceptions [23]. Some stereotypes of gay people characterise them as sensitive, sex-obsessed, narcissists, unable to commit and affluent. Conversely, lesbianism is attributed to bad sexual experiences with men who have treated them badly or ignore them due to their physical appearance [14]. There is not such an established image of lesbians, although the effect of not having such a marked stereotype is the erasure of this group [10].

According to Quiles et al. [24], currently, the normative pressures in favour of equality and tolerance—and the tendency for people to present themselves as unprejudiced individuals—among other factors, have created a context in which favourable social attitudes towards homosexual people coexist alongside discrimination towards this group, and in which homophobia is not always explicitly expressed but can be perceived in subtle or covert ways. Further, negative social views of homosexual people can also be assimilated in one’s self-concept [25], generating an internalised homophobia which can lead to difficulties in accepting one’s own sexual orientation—rejecting or hiding it—which can have important consequences on one’s health and well-being [25,26].

For Coll-Planas [15], “the cause of the aversion towards gays and lesbians is that, by breaking the rules of man/woman complementarity, they change the rules of gender” (p. 101). Homophobia, therefore, has an instrumental character that is related to sustaining the gender binary model and “the heterosexual matrix” [27]. It is also the main mechanism for controlling masculinity, as in many societies, being “masculine” implies rejecting homosexuality (Connell [28] consistently points out that society defines homosexual masculinity as the opposite of an authentic man and that homosexual masculinity, which occupies the lower end of masculinities in the gender order, presents discarded traits of hegemonic masculinity), which according to Pichardo [22], underpins the fact that men tend to demonstrate proportionally greater homophobic attitudes than women.
In this context, for queer theory, far from being considered as a repressed field, sexuality can be conceived as a sphere with subversive and transformative potential [29]. From this perspective, male and female homosexuality as “abject” or “dissident” or “pertaining to the margins” [30] (p. 18) questions the gender binaries and compulsory heterosexuality [31] that run through it, rejecting all discourse that escapes that logic [32]. However, from an intersectional perspective, it is worth remembering that “not all gays or all lesbians share the same individual or collective concerns” [33] (p. 40) and that “nor do all non-normative sexualities lack privilege or access to some elements of privilege and power”; thus, they do not necessarily share the same place of transgression [30] (p. 19).

The following sections immerse us in the imaginary of the European population and, in this field of meanings, allow us to explore the “symbolic spaces of exclusion” [34] (p. 125) or subversion linked to the close social interaction of parenthood of homosexual people.

2. Methodological Framework

2.1. Participants and Sample

The total sample size is N = 56,491. This sample was obtained with the participation of the 34 European countries presented below.

The total sample has been obtained from the sum of the samples of each country, all of them being representative with samples of more than 1000 people, as can be seen. All countries are considered in the same way, regardless of their size, since the complete sample is already weighted by the EVS methodological team, making it a representative sample for each country. The final total sample is weighted, according to the size of each country, by the EVS methodological team.

The total sample is represented by 55.3% of women and 44.7% of men. In terms of age, 24.3% are between 16 and 34 years old; 33.6% are between 35 and 54 years old; and 42% are over 55 years old. Among the respondents, 64.5% consider themselves as a religious person; 27.6% as a non-religious person; and 7.9% as a convinced atheist.

The best recommended strategy for randomisation has been to use census data with the aim of assuring that all individuals on the list have an equal chance of being selected.

The definition of the paths, the procedure for selecting the building, building number, floor, apartment number, and person to interview was also entirely established and agreed between the researchers and principal researchers (PIs) of each country and the methodological team of the European Values Study [35].

The fieldwork was carried out between December 2017 and January 2018.

2.2. Data Analysis

Being a descriptive study, we have analysed the data in terms of percentages of agreement–disagreement with the variable that we are trying to measure, which is “Homosexual couples are as good parents as other couples”. In addition, we have used contingency tables to analyse the association between the variable “country” and the agreement or not with the sentence mentioned above. We have also carried out a correspondence analysis to see the relationship between the “country” and the position of acceptance of parenthood in same-sex couples. Correspondence analysis allows us to examine the relationship between two variables graphically in a multidimensional space by calculating row and column scores. Categories that are similar to each other appear close to each other on the graph. In this case, the figure shows how each country is positioned in terms of greater or lesser support for homosexual couples as parents.

We have also considered the positioning of the population on a scale of never (1)/always (10) for the item “Can homosexuality be justified?” (The item on whether homosexuality can be justified is part of a question in the European Values Study questionnaire that also includes the degree of justification of other behaviours such as abortion or euthanasia as well as acts such as not paying taxes or driving under the influence of alcohol. It is a question that tries to measure whether respondents justify, authorise or condone such
In order to analyse this item, we have carried out a comparison of means (Anova) between the 34 countries in relation to the justification of homosexuality.

Finally, we have considered the question “would like to have homosexuals as neighbours”. This question is dichotomous with two possible answers: yes or no. We have analysed it in terms of percentages using a contingency table according to the country.

By analysing these three questions that appear in the survey in relation to the homosexuality, we can estimate some attitudes of the European population towards homosexuality and measure the levels of tolerance of the various countries on this issue. The divisions between northern, southern, eastern and western Europe, also considering the existence of central Europe, is not only a geographical but also a political and historical classification. The classification is based on the typologies of welfare states developed by Gösta Esping-Andersen based on economic variables (social spending) but also on social impact (decommodification and social stratification) and ideological variables (capitalist and communist or ex-communist systems). In this sense, northern Europe is made up of Scandinavian countries such as Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and the east is represented by Russia and all the ex-communist republics.

The analysis of these 3 items allows access to specific factors indicating levels of homophobia/tolerance It is impossible to collect all attitudes, but it is feasible to carry out a comparative descriptive analysis that provides relevant information about the different cultures in Europe.

The analysis was carried out using SPSS (version 28).

3. Results

In Table 1, we can see that the level of disagreement with the statement that homosexual couples can be as good parents as other couples is higher than the level of agreement. More than 42% of the European population surveyed disagreed with the statement compared with 34.4% who agreed.

Table 1. Participant countries in the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>1435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>1558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>1304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>2194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>1514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>1448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>1003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The persistence of homophobic thought that continues to undervalue the parenthood rights of homosexual couples is striking. This thinking is explicitly shown with 23% of respondents strongly disagreeing and 19% disagreeing with the statement. It is also implicitly shown in the high 16% that neither agree nor disagree with the statement and 7.7% of people who do not know.

If we focus on the European countries in relation to this statement (Table 2), we can see large differences between countries. Some countries position themselves very much in agreement with the suitability of same-sex couples as parents, whilst in other countries, there is an absolute intolerance towards this family model. Thus, support for the suitability of same-sex parenthood varies greatly along north–south/east–west axes.

As the table shows (Table 3), support is particularly high in Nordic countries. For example, percentages of agreement in Iceland, Sweden and Norway exceed 70%, while the transcontinental countries of Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia, together with Serbia, are at the opposite extreme, with levels of support that do not reach 6%, which shows very low tolerance for options that deviate from traditional and normative family models.
If we look at the mean values for each country (Figure 1) for the statement that same-sex couples are as good parents as other couples (1 being strongly agree and 5 being strongly disagree), countries with higher means are those that show a stronger level of disagreement with the statement. Those countries with lower means are more in agreement with the statement. The European average is 3.17, which tends more towards disagreement.

At one end of the scale, we find countries with average disagreement scores higher than 4. Those countries with the highest level of disagreement are Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia, followed by Belarus, Serbia, Russia, Romania, and Lithuania. These countries are well above the European average of 3.17.

At the other end of the scale, we find the countries that agree the most with the statement. Some Nordic countries such as Iceland, Norway and Sweden have scores below 2, which is followed by France and other northern European countries such as the Netherlands and Denmark. Countries such as Germany, Spain and Great Britain are below the average and thus show a favourable attitude towards the parenting abilities of same-sex couples. It is noteworthy that only 9 countries of the 34 that were surveyed score below 2.5 on this 1–5 scale.
At the other end of the scale, we find the countries that agree the most with the statement. Some Nordic countries such as Iceland, Norway and Sweden have scores below 2, which is followed by France and other northern European countries such as the Netherlands and Denmark. Countries such as Germany, Spain and Great Britain are below the average and thus show a favourable attitude towards the parenting abilities of same-sex couples. It is noteworthy that only 9 countries of the 34 that were surveyed score below 2.5 on this 1–5 scale.

Figure 1. Mean score on a scale of 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) in relation to the degree of agreement that same-sex couples are good parents. Source: Authors’ construction based on data from the European Values Study [35].

In Figure 2, we show the relationship between country and the agreement or disagreement with homosexual couples as parents. The diagram shows how each country is positioned in terms of more or less agreement. Correspondence analysis clearly shows (Figure 2) the positioning of different countries. Eastern European countries have a higher
level of disagreement, as they are located in the upper right quadrant and clustered around the “strongly disagree” option. In the upper left quadrant, clustered around the “strongly agree” option, we find northern European countries such as Iceland, Norway and Sweden.

In Figure 1, mean score on a scale of 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) in relation to the degree of agreement that same-sex couples are good parents. Source: Authors construction based on data from the European Values Study [35].

In Figure 2, we show the relationship between country and the agreement or disagreement with homosexual couples as parents. The diagram shows how each country is positioned in terms of more or less agreement. Correspondence analysis clearly shows (Figure 2) the positioning of different countries. Eastern European countries have a higher level of disagreement, as they are located in the upper right quadrant and clustered around the “strongly disagree” option. In the upper left quadrant, clustered around the “strongly agree” option, we find northern European countries such as Iceland, Norway and Sweden.

Figure 2. Distribution of European countries in respect of the degree of agreement or disagreement with the statement “Homosexual couples are as good parents as other couples?”. Source: Authors’ construction based on data from the European Values Study [35].

In relation to the second item (Figure 3), which refers to the justification of homosexuality, the European average is 5.12 on a scale of 1 (never) to 10 (always) which seems to indicate that the European position reflects a central average which is the result of diverse country positions on the scale. In this case, 16 countries have a score above 5. However, we cannot ignore the fact that 18 countries have a score below 5, which could suggest an intolerance towards homosexual people. In other words, these countries situate themselves more towards the position of never justifying this sexual orientation.

With respect to having homosexuals people as neighbours (Figure 4), in general, it seems that this is more accepted than the previous two items. Thus, less than half of the European population, namely one third (32.2%), state that they would not like to have a homosexual neighbour. The extreme positions are repeated here also with Azerbaijan and Iceland holding completely opposing positions. In Iceland, only 2.2% of the population would not want homosexual people as neighbours, whereas in Azerbaijan, this percentage increases to almost the entire population (90.1%).
Figure 3. Can homosexuality be justified? Mean scores on a scale of 1 (never) to 10 (always) in relation to the degree of justification for homosexuality. Source: Authors’ construction based on data from the European Values Study [35].
Figure 4. Percentage (%) of people that do not want homosexuals people as neighbours. Source: Authors’ construction based on data from the European Values Study [35].
4. Discussion

The main objective of our study is to determine which countries show the most homophobic attitudes and understand the profile of homophobia in Europe. Let us recall that greater or lesser homophobia has also been related to more progressive values and more inclusive social models. The analysis of the three questions analysed from the European Values Study questionnaire: ‘Do you think homosexual people can be good parents’, ‘the degree of justification of homosexuality’, and ‘the attitude towards the possibility of having a homosexual neighbour’ clearly shows us that in all cases, the most reactionary attitudes and homophobia are registered in eastern European countries, while the most favourable and positive attitudes are obtained in the Nordic countries.

We have seen that the Nordic societies show more equitable, tolerant and diversity-inclusive values. All these countries are societies that have egalitarian social stratification, low levels of poverty and social exclusion, and more tolerant attitudes towards diversity. It is also worth highlighting a group of countries that demonstrate progressive values and do not question homosexual people as potential neighbours: namely, France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Spain and Portugal. This indicates a blurring of the traditional north–south divide, as southern European countries increasingly resemble central European countries on matters such as those analysed, demonstrating the loss of power and influence of the Catholic Church as a consequence of the process of secularization [36].

The majority of countries that show homophobic attitudes are former Soviet Republics, in which the fall of communism signified the beginning of a certain religious fundamentalism or, at least, a greater orthodoxy of religious experience. This, undoubtedly, has a bearing on a greater rejection of behaviours that question normativity, the classic sexual division and, above all, traditional masculinity [3,37].

When we analyse attitudes and values relating to sexuality, the traditional divide between northern and southern European countries, explained by the influence of Catholicism in southern Europe, seems to have been diluted. It is possible that the incidence of processes such as secularisation [36,38] and individualisation [39] explain the evolution of values in countries such as Spain, Portugal or Italy where there is no homophobic majority and the scores and percentages are very similar to those recorded in central European countries such as France, Germany, Austria or the Netherlands.

The countries hold similar positions on the three questions analysed, and there is a clear difference between western and eastern Europe when it comes to justifying homosexuality. The former always justify it while the latter would never do so. It also appears that same-sex parenthood represents a family model that, in a large part of Europe, does not yet appear to be normalised, as homosexual couples are not considered to be as good parents when compared to heterosexual couples. Only eleven countries score below 2.5, and these are again the Nordic countries, some central European countries such as Germany, Denmark and France, and one country from the south, Spain, which scores as one of the most progressive countries when it comes to attitudes towards homosexuality.

Without doubt, attitudes towards homosexuality provide a clear indication of the degree to which progressive values that accept social and identity diversity without prejudice have advanced [2]. Studies of values centred in European regions, rather than states, are interesting as they reveal interesting differences and similarities between regions that, in some cases, transcend states’ political borders. We have a clear example in the Autonomous Community of the Basque Country in Spain; it is one of the European regions with the highest level of justification of homosexuality with a score above 9, putting it on a more of a par with Nordic countries than with other Spanish regions [40].

5. Conclusions

Analysis of the three questions from the European Values Study related to homosexuality uncovers significant levels of homophobia in Europe. All three questions reveal a rejection of homosexuality with differing degrees of intensity. The most widespread rejection is the notion that homosexual people cannot be as good parents as heterosexual people.
On a second level, we have the degree of justification of homosexuality as a behaviour, which also shows a significant rejection from a considerable number of countries with 18 of the 34 countries analysed at levels below 5 on a scale of 1 (never justified) to 10 (always justified). Finally, attitudes improve somewhat when asked about their willingness to have a homosexual person as a neighbour, although 30% would reject a homosexual neighbour.

There is a division in Europe between the west and the east. The former Soviet Republics display an evident homophobia and a strong rejection of homosexuality. This issue is not found in the majority of western Europe, where the Scandinavian countries stand out as having inclusive, egalitarian values without homophobic prejudices. In summary, homophobic attitudes and very low tolerance levels towards sexual diversity still persist in large parts of Europe in the 21st century.

We end the section on conclusions by mentioning the limitations of our study and mentioning future research lines and questions that may arise from it. We consider that the main limitation of our work lies in the fact that we have to base our interpretations on questions that we have not defined, since they belong to a previously existing questionnaire. This ensures the comparability and international scope of the results, but it limits the depth of our research on attitudes towards homosexuality. Undoubtedly, it is clear that future qualitative analyses will make it possible to go deeper into the homophobic attitudes detected in some countries and socio-demographic profiles.

As a result of our work, new research questions arise that have to do with how homophobic attitudes are constructed, what relationship they have with the construction of non-normative identities, the impact of different religions or how certain stereotypes and prejudices about the sexual life of homosexual people function when homosexuality is rejected. It would also be interesting to delve into the relationship between the different legislative frameworks and the greater or lesser justification of homosexuality.
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